Invoices
Invoices are easily created in Furniture Wizard. Adding customers and new inventory items can
be done directly. Click on New Invoice from the main menu. The Invoice Form opens.

To create an invoice, search for the inventory item by using one or all of the search fields in the
upper lefthand corner of the Invoice Form (Supplier, Model, Item Number, Collection,
Subcategory, Category, or Cover/Finish). Once the inventory item appears in the Model &
Description box, doubleclick on the item. The inventory item will be added to the invoice.

Item Alerts
If the item selected was setup with an “Item Alert”, when you select to put the item on an
invoice, the alert will appear. In the example below, we set up the item to remind us that we
need to specify the cover and finish. See the inventory section of this manual for more details on
setting up item alerts.

Adding New Inventory Items in the Invoice Form
If the inventory item cannot be found, a new inventory item can be added by clicking on the New
Item button at the bottom of the Invoice Form. This will bring up the Inventory Add New Entry
Form where the new item can be added.

However, if the item is similar to the selected inventory item, the item may be copied and
updated by selecting the Copy Item button at the bottom of the Invoice Form.. Again, the
Inventory Add New Entry Form appears with the fields prefilled, making it easy to add a new
inventory item by updating the prefilled form.
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Before “Creating” the New Invoice
Once all items are selected and placed on the invoice, changes can be made to the Sales Tax,
Delivery Charge, or Discount by doubleclicking on the Tax field. The Adjustments Form will
appear, and all the changes can be made. By clicking the “Handshake” button, the tax is
subtracted from the items and the subtotal now becomes the total.
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Changes can also be made without going to the Adjustments Form. The price of each individual
item can be changed by highlighting the numbers under the price field and simply typing in the
new price. The previous is true for the quantity of the item as well. Delivery can also be input
manually in the white box beside Delivery.

Full Invoice Adjustments
The feature of discontinuing and distributing a discount among the items on an invoice can be
done before creating the invoice. To make distributed discounts, doubleclick on any of the
items in the price column to bring up the Invoice Adjustment Form. From this form, you can
adjust the subtotal or total to be either a number you specify, or you can enter a percentage to
discount the invoice.
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You can also adjust the invoice in “group” by using the group drop down box on the left side of
the item rows. When you put items in the same group and double click any line in the group you
will see the same adjustment form as shown above.

Invoice Notes
Any notes that need to be inserted can be placed in the Invoice Notes field. These notes will
print on the invoice when it is printed. If the notes should not show up on the printed invoice, the
notes should be placed in the NonPrinting Notes field.
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Each inventory item also has its own notes section that is associated with the inventory item in
the invoice. To bring up the Edit Invoice Items Form, doubleclick on one of the inventory items
on the invoice. Here, notes may be inserted about the item, such as the finish or fabric of the
item. Once all the notes are completed, click Exit and the notes will automatically be saved.

Invoice Dates
If a customer decides to put the items on the invoice on layaway, after the date is determined,
the date should be placed in the Layaway Date box at the bottom of the invoice. Also, if the
customer is promised a date and time for delivery of their furniture, the date and time should be
inserted in the Promised Date and Promised Time boxes at the bottom of the invoice.
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Creating the Invoice
Once the completed Invoice Form is ready to be turned into an invoice, press the Create button
at the bottom of the Invoice Form. The Process Invoice Form appears. Here, Furniture Wizard
automatically creates an Invoice Number (which can be changed). The rest of the form needs to
be filled in with determined preferences.
If there is more than one branch in Furniture Wizard, the branch can be selected in the Process
Invoice Form. The order date may also be changed. Sold By, Delivery Date, and Delivery Type
may all be filled in as well.
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Adding a Customer to an Invoice
In the Process Invoice Form, a customer needs to be selected. A new customer can be added
by clicking on the Create New Customer button. Or if the customer is already in Furniture
Wizard, the customer can be searched for by clicking on the Search For Customer button.

After clicking on the Create New Customer button, the Add New Customer Form appears. Once
all the customer information is filled in, click Add Customer. Furniture Wizard automatically
places the new customer in the Last Name Sold To, as well as the Ship To fields. The Last
Name Sold To and Ship To are able to be different if the items on the invoice are being shipped
to another person.
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Create Invoice Button
Once the Process Invoice Form is completed, the invoice can be created by clicking the Create
Invoice button. The created invoice will appear on the screen.

Items with note will have a light blue background in the description line.

Creating a New Invoice with Requirements
To create a new invoice using an inventory item from the Supplier that has requirements listed,
click New Invoice from the Main Menu of Furniture Wizard. Then, add the desired inventory item
to the Invoice. To see the requirements, doubleclick on the item in the Description field to open
the Edit Invoice Items Form.
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In the selected form, all requirements assigned to the Supplier will appear in the Item Notes 1.

Adding Cover/Finish to Details
To add items to Cover/Finish, select the Supplier whose details need Cover/Finish inserted.
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Once the Supplier is selected, type the Cover/Finish in Item Notes 1, and highlight the
Cover/Finish just typed. After the Cover/Finish is highlighted, click the Add button.

After selecting and Adding the Cover/Finish, the Cover/Finish now appears in the Cover/Finish
field, and is now related with the selected Supplier.
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When all desired items are added to the Cover/Finish field, it is easy to create special order
items. Just doubleclick on any item on the Invoice in the description field. The requirements will
appear with each item and in the Details tab, select the Supplier.

After the Supplier is selected, place the cursor in the Item Notes next to the desired
requirement.
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Lastly, doubleclick on the Cover/Finish to be added to the inventory item on the invoice.

Any fabric and/or finish that are used consistently on special order items from the select
Supplier would be helpful to place in the Cover/Finish so the likelihood of mistyping does not
happen.

Payments
After an Invoice has been created, the Invoice is ready to accept a payment. Simply click on the
Show Payments button, and enter the Payment Type, Payment Date, and how much was
collected. After clicking Enter on the keyboard, a message appears that confirms the payment
was recorded. Multiple payments may be accepted by different Payment Types. If the Invoice
needs to be printed for record keeping, click on the Print Invoice button.
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If a payment was entered incorrectly, simply click on the Delete/Void button beside the Receipt
button to delete the payment. A message will appear to confirm the deletion of the payment.
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Processing Inventory
Inventory processing can be complex, but is very important to ensure overall program accuracy
and performance. Once the payment has been posted, the Inventory Items on the Invoice may
now be processed. (Note: a payment is not necessary to process inventory). To process
inventory, click on the Process button at the bottom of the Invoice Form. The Process Options
Form appears.

The Process Options Form determines where the inventory should be processed from and what
the action should be. For simple sales the four main options of Warehouse or Showroom Hold
and From Warehouse of From Showroom may be able to be used. If the system is setup with
multiple locations and the invoice has multiple items on it manual processing will probably be
used.

Manually Processing Inventory
If not all inventory items on an Invoice are in stock, they may need to be ordered, so the
inventory items need to be manually processed. In the Process Options Form, click on Manually
Process to bring up the Process Inventory Form. In this form, there are several options to
choose from, such as Reserve Stock, Create PO, Select Existing PO, Order Later, or Deliver
Now.
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1. The box in the top left of the Process Inventory screen shows each branch and the
quantity of the Inventory Item in Stock, On Order, On Special Order, On Hold, Quantity
Available, and Quantity On Hold. After reviewing where the inventory item is located, and
if it is in stock, actions can be taken to process the item entirely.
2. This is the suggested action based on your current system configuration that includes
stock status of the item in your default warehouse and vendor set up.Under “Action to be
taken”, if the suggestion needs to be changed, click on the Change button.
3. Once the “change” button is clicked the QTY will populate this area you can then select
the process from and deliver from branches. (The deliver from branch will not show up
unless Sold Transfers is enabled in preferences)
4. Reserve Stock  Puts the items on hold in the selected branch.
5. Create PO  This will directly create a purchase order with the item(s) on this invoice.
6. Select Existing PO  This new feature allows you to directly link the item(s) to an existing
stock PO. This converts the stock item to a special order.
7. Order Later  This puts the item(s) in a que until you create a PO for the given vendor
and use the “AutoFill Sold” option.
8. Deliver Now  Will deliver these items and remove them from inventory upon
“Processing Inventory”
9. Drop Ship  This option will only be visible if drop ship is enabled in preferences and the
specific item is setup as drop Shippable. Using this item will process the item(s) to a PO
and include the customer name and address information to the vendor as the Ship To:
address.
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10. The blue arrow buttons are used to scroll forward and back through the inventory line
items so you can determine the processing for the items.
11. The last step after determining all processing actions is to click the Process Inventory
Button.

Processing an Inventory Item to a Purchase Order
If an inventory item is processed to a Purchase Order, once the Process Inventory button is
clicked upon, Furniture Wizard will ask if the Purchase Order(s) should be shown.

To view the Purchase Order, immediately click Yes. The Purchase Order is shown on the
screen, indicating that the inventory has been processed. Click OK to confirm.
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Once OK is clicked on, the Purchase Order form may be filled in. The Order Type, Order
Received By, Order Method, Shipped Via, Date Expected, Inv Due Date, and Ack. No. may be
filled in. However, some of the information may be unknown and can be updated at a later time.
Other items that need to be ordered from the company on the Purchase Order may be added. If
the Purchase Order needs to be printed, it may be done by clicking the Print button.
If the inventory item is processed to a Purchase Order and not immediately viewed, it can be
done by going to the customer’s Invoice and click “Show Order Items”. Here, the Purchase
Order number appears in the far left column and can be doubleclicked on to view the Purchase
Order.

Modifying an Invoice
There are two cases in which an invoice may be modified: before inventory is processed in
Furniture Wizard, and after inventory has been processed. In both cases, Furniture Wizard
provides a straightforward approach to modify invoices. However, the way changes are initiated,
the options of modification differ.

Modifying an Invoice Before Inventory is Processed
With the Invoice open, simply click the Modify button, or use the keyboard shortcut ALT + M).
Now, new inventory items may be added, current inventory items may be deleted, payment
information can be inserted, and any other modifications can be made to the Invoice. When
making changes to an individual inventory item, doubleclick on the line item to open the Edit
Invoice Item form to make changes. The inventory may also be deleted. When modifications are
complete, click the Save button to return to the Invoice Form.
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Modifying an Invoice After Inventory has been Processed
With the Invoice open, simply click the Modify button, or use the keyboard shortcut ALT + M.
Now, new inventory items may be added, current inventory items may be deleted, payment
information can be inserted, and any other modifications can be made to the Invoice.
When deleting inventory items from an invoice, doubleclick on the line item. If the item is on a
Purchase Order (PO), Furniture Wizard will ask if the item should be converted to stock.
Answering “Yes” will keep the item on the PO, but disassociate the invoice with the PO.
Furniture Wizard will then remove the item from the Invoice. Selecting “No” will remove the
inventory item from both the PO and the Invoice.
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Delivering an Invoice
Once some or all of the items on an invoice are delivered to a customer, they need to be shown
as delivered on the Invoice in Furniture Wizard. Open the Invoice that needs to be delivered,
and then click the Delivery button on the Invoice.

In the Invoice Delivery History Form, all items on the invoice appears in the yellow field box.
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Delivery Date
Before selecting items to deliver, a delivery date may be selected. To select a date, fill in the
Delivery Date field with the desired date.

To deliver only select items, singleclick on the item, and then click the black down arrow so the
item moves to the blue field box where items will be delivered.
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Deliver All Option
After selecting the delivery date, all items may be delivered by clicking the Deliver All button.
When the Deliver All button is clicked upon, all items move from the yellow field box to the blue
field box. The blue field box implies that the items will be delivered.
If an item is moved to the blue field box accidentally, the item may be removed (before delivery
is posted). To remove the item, click in the Qty. Delivered field and change the quantity to zero
and the item will no longer be scheduled for delivery.
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Posting Items as Delivered
To complete the delivery process of all the items listed in the blue field box, simply click the Post
button.
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After clicking the Post button, the Invoice Delivery History Form closes. The Invoice Form then
appears. If not all items were marked as Delivered, the items delivered show the quantity
delivered under the Delivery column on the Invoice.
When all items are delivered, the Invoice is shown as complete and delivered.
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Un‐Delivering an Invoice
If an item on an invoice was accidentally shown as delivered, but is still on hold to the customer,
the item may be undelivered. To undeliver an item, or multiple items, on an invoice, find the
invoice and click the Delivery button to open the Invoice Delivery History Form.

Invoice Delivery History Form
Each item of the invoice, again, appears in the yellow field box. However, this time, if an item is
singleclicked upon, the Qty Delivered field shows the quantity that has been marked as
delivered.
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Un‐Delivering an Item
To mark an item as undelivered, singleclick on the item. In the Qty to Post field, type in the
negative quantity of the amount to undeliver. For example, if the quantity delivered originally
was 1, the amount to post to undeliver the item is 1. Once the Qty to Post is determined,
simply click the black down arrow to move the item to the blue field box.
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Do the above process for each item that needs to be undelivered. To complete the task, simply
click the Post button.

After clicking upon the Post button, a Wizard Alert appears asking if the invoice should be
changed back to Pending. Click Yes.

The Complete Date on the invoice will also need removed, and in the Delivery column of the
invoice, there is a zero located where the item has been undelivered.
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Credit Invoices
Credit Invoices should be created for returns and exchanges. To create a Credit Invoice, create
a new invoice with the items you want to credit. Each item must be entered as a negative
quantity to show as a credit. All pertinent information, such as salesperson and the customer,
must be the same as the original invoice. For exchanges, the returned inventory item must be
entered as a negative quantity and the new item as a positive quantity.
If the original invoice items have been processed as On Hold or to a Purchase Order, it should
be determined what to do with the merchandise. Inventory that is On Hold can be reduced,
which increases the quantity available. Purchase Orders can either be converted to stock
orders, or they can be voided. If the Purchase Order is voided, be sure to contact the supplier to
confirm cancellation.
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Refunds
In Furniture Wizard, all invoices should have zero balances. When a customer is owed money,
you would use a payment method you can setup called “Refund”, and show a negative
payment. When the invoice has a negative (credit) total, it will be exported and appears in
Quickbooks as a Credit Memo. See the Quickbooks Manual for accounting circumstances
involving returns.
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Creating a New Order with the Mini Scanner
To start a new order using the mini scanner, scan each item the customer is interested in (even
if the customer is unsure of the item, the item may still be scanned and removed at a later time).
Once all items are scanned, the inventory items may be imported into the Invoice Form, simply
creating a new invoice. See the Mini Scanner documentation for complete details. Below are
the three ways you can import them.
1. From the main menu click the Data Exchange Button then import.
2. From the Additional Features tab click the “mini scanner” button
3. The quickest way use the shortcut
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